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Bucks dominate Hawks in Game 3

By Michael Cunningham 

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

9:56 p.m. Saturday, April 24, 2010

MILWAUKEE -- Pummeled at the start of one playoff game in Atlanta and dominated by the Hawks’

frontcourt in both games, the Bucks turned everything around in Game 3.

The Bucks dazed the Hawks with a sizzling start and guards Brandon Jennings and John Salmons ran

circles around them for a punishing 107-89 victory Saturday at the Bradley Center.

The Bucks earned their first victory in the best-of-seven series with their best effort by far. The Hawks

trailed 36-19 after the first quarter and, other than briefly cutting the lead down to nine points in the third

quarter, never recovered.

It was a stunning shift in momentum after the Hawks appeared ready to run away with the series. Milwaukee

struggled to match Josh Smith and Al Horford inside for the first two games and couldn’t get consistent

scoring from anyone.

This time Smith and Horford were ineffective, and the Bucks got contributions from everyone. Jennings and

Salmons never clicked at the same time in the first two games, but both were on for Game 3.

Salmons scored 22 points and Jennings had 13 as the guards combined for 14-of-22 shooting and 12

assists. Horford had just two points at halftime and finished with 10 while Smith missed eight of 10 shots

Smith’s struggles in particular delighted Bucks fans after he had told media there is “nothing to do” in

Milwaukee. That sideshow ended up being secondary to the game, which the Bucks controlled from start to

finish.

The Bucks made seven of nine field-goal attempts to race to a 17-5 lead. Milwaukee made nine

consecutive field goals in the first quarter.

Salmons and Jennings combined for 22 points in the quarter while missing one of 10 shots between them.

Those two alone outscored the Hawks, who managed just seven field goals on 20 attempts in the quarter.

The Hawks settled down in the second quarter but still couldn’t make up much ground. They made just 8 of

22 shots in the period and trailed 52-40 at halftime.

Joe Johnson scored five consecutive points to pull the Hawks within 54-45 early in the third quarter. But

Marvin Williams had his shot blocked twice at the rim and Smith missed a jump shot, and then Milwaukee

regained control with a 10-0 run.
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